Cover everything with one name

Acushnet protects you. Your customers' ll never see our label in a department or sporting goods store. Acushnet is carried only by golf course pro shops.

The Acushnet line ranges all the way from single putter covers ($1, suggested retail) to club-crest-embossed sets (12.50). From tackle twill to cable-knit Creslan® to top-grain leather. From the tried-and-true colors to the newest style-setting shades.

And we cover you, too. With service which has become the standard of the industry.


For more information, circle number 231 on card.
They spoil your alibi.
If you goof, blame yourself.

Arnold Palmer put everything he knows about golf clubs into these sticks.
Every club is machined to a specification as precise and exacting as a set of surgeon's tools. If it's off by a whisper, out it goes.
Every shaft is individually matched to its head. The heavier the head, the firmer the shaft. That means every club in the set has identical flex characteristics.
And the matching of clubs is uncanny. Every club in the set balances at the same point on the shaft. That's why every club swings alike. And feels alike. And hits alike.
With a poorly matched set, you spend all your time compensating for variations in feel.

With Arnie's clubs, one swing—and one swing only—works for all the clubs in your bag.
Pick up a set at your pro shop and play a couple of solo rounds. Pretty soon you'll forget all about alibis. You'll be so busy counting. 95 . . . 90 . . . 85 . . . 80 . . .
Arnold Palmer Golf Company
Chattanooga, Tennessee
SOLD BY GOLF PROFESSIONAL SHOPS ONLY
MANUFACTURED AND DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY CAMPBELL

For more information circle number 121 on card

*T.M.'s of Arnold Palmer Golf Co.
How can we be sure we won't have to go through this again?
When your grounds committee selects a sprinkling system,

**specify Cast Iron Pipe**

...you can’t go wrong

That’s right. Cast iron pipe is mistake-proof. It assures you trouble-free service. Don’t risk the anguish and cost of replacing another type sprinkling system five or ten years from now. Choose cast iron pipe and be sure. Here’s why.

- It withstands sudden surge pressures encountered in golf course sprinkling systems.
- It has great physical strength. It won’t crush, collapse, expand or contract like some other pipes.
- It doesn’t absorb water . . . doesn’t freeze or crack as some materials do.
- It taps easily and cleanly. Leak-tight joints are as strong as the pipe, and pressure remains high.
- It really costs less, because it gives you more seasons of playing pleasure.

Your sprinkling system is too important to take chances with. Specify cast iron pipe and be sure.

---

Get help on your irrigation system plans with the industry’s most complete booklet. Has vital design and installation tips and other planning aids. Mail coupon for free 20-page booklet.

Wallace T. Miller, Managing Director
Cast Iron Pipe Research Association
3440-G Prudential Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60601

Please send me a copy of your booklet, "Golf Course Irrigation."

Name__________________________
Position________________________
Name of Course__________________
Address________________________
City_________________State________Zip Code_____
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Why this terrific acceptance? Because we offer more than just a convenient prefabricated building package... we offer almost unlimited floor plan flexibility, several styles to choose from... and we offer a building that's practically maintenance free!

Choose from standard model comfort station floor plans, concession stands, or storage buildings.

VANDAL PROOF!
Unbreakable cast aluminum fixtures, heavy gauge steel construction insures long life, maintenance-free operation.

Write for free catalog
SUPER SECUR COMFORT STATIONS
778 Burlway Road  Burlingame, Calif. 94011
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Beautiful beasts.

MacGregor Tourney clubs are a rare breed. They look elegant, yet have a decided mean streak in the way they hit a golf ball.

Wood heads are solid persimmon. That’s all we use because it’s hard—makes a ball nearly snarl off the tee. Solid steel irons are burnished smooth, then coated twice with bright, tough chrome. There are many ways to cut corners and make clubs cheaper. But how many golfers that browse through your shop put price before quality?

These Tourney clubs are the end result of 3 generations of exacting clubmaking. The only place we sell them is in pro shops like yours. Tourney clubs come in four series: MT, DX, Armour, and for the ladies, Louise Suggs.

**MT** MacGregor’s finest, for golfers who want the very best. Persimmon woods have exclusive aluminum alloy insert for extra yardage. Deep-lustre irons have offset hosel for flatter lie and flame ceramic face to contribute right bite and spin for accurate control.

**DX Tourney**

Persimmon woods have heavier sole plates, plus exclusive Keysite insets to help the golfer zero-in the sweet spot. Irons have forward press and sand-blasted lines on face for bite and control, plus golf’s largest hitting area.

**Armour Tourney**

Woods have five coats of beautiful Light Rosewood finish. New “Silver E” medium firm shaft added to firm-flex “C” shaft. Irons have corresponding shaft selections, classic head shape and sand-blasted surfaces.
What's the right compression for your game?

PGA has a ball for everyone!

100 Compression
This PGA Ryder Cup ball is for extremely hard-hitting golfers. Only the most powerful swing can compress this ball enough for maximum performance.

90 Compression
Most popular of all PGA Ryder Cup balls. Designed for harder than average hitters. Outstandingly uniform compression range gives exceptional accuracy.

80 Compression
This PGA ball will actually add distance to the drives of crisp, precise hitters. Requires less power to compress the ball for maximum performance.

Lady PGA
Specially designed and precision wound to give the lady golfers maximum distance and accuracy. Lower compression ratio is perfectly matched to the power of a lady's swing.

The better your ball is suited to your game, the more distance you'll get. Your golf professional can suggest a ball with the right compression for you. Ask him when you buy PGA Ryder Cup balls. Sold only by your Golf Professional in his pro shop.

The only balls approved by the Professional Golfer's Association representing over 5400 professional golfers.

PGA GOLF EQUIPMENT DIVISION

VICTOR GOLF CO.

8350 North Lehigh Avenue, Morton Grove, Illinois 60053
Products of Victor Comptometer Corporation
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Tom Crane's retirement as secretary-treasurer and a director of the National Golf Fund ended a service that began in 1952 when the National Golf Fund was formed to appraise requests for money raised by the PGA's National Golf Day and to make grants to qualified operations involved in golf service, education and welfare. Crane, for many years Executive Director of the PGA, was the National Golf Fund's legal counsel that kept the Fund and the organizations sharing in it O.K. with tax regulations and other angles. The National Golf Fund has distributed over $1 million. Details of that distribution have involved a tremendous amount of added work for Crane and he's been working for no pay for the Fund, as have other directors and members. At its Feb. 28 meeting the National Golf Fund allotted $95,000 as net from National Golf Day 1965. Biggest share, approximately 27 per cent and $25,000, went to caddie funds. Next was the PGA Educational fund and the USGA Green Section and GCUSA research and educational funds. Golf charities in veteran hospital programs and relief of indigent old pros got about 25 per cent.

National Golf Day performance by the PGA distinguishes the pro golf organization as the only one in pro sports that has raised and given away $1 million for the benefit of its own sport. Rarely do pro sports donate money. They take. The National Golf Day operation of the PGA involving thousands of professional golfers who certainly aren't publicized as big money-makers is one of the facets of the pro golfers' image to be brightened in the public eye by the public relations plan Fred Corcoran has been engaged to handle for the PGA.

Jim Castle expects to have first nine of his course southeast of Richmond, Ind. opened this spring. He moved a partially built clubhouse from another site where the building had been intended as an apartment. Jim wants golf salesmen to call so he can open with well chosen stock. He was assistant at Elks CC in Richmond and before that in Jackson, Miss. Brothers Chet, John and Richard Zukowski opening first nine of their Terra Green CC near East Stroudsburg, Pa. Joe Quinzi, formerly assistant at Tamiment, will be Terra Green pro. The Zukowskis have over $100,000 in their course and clubhouse. A switch from the homesite-course combination now so general: Near Lexington, Ky., Bluesky Industrial Estates is to build a 110-acre industrial park for factories of non-toxic industries with an 18-hole course surrounding the factories. Par-3 building seems to be easing off but there is a higher percentage of better par-3s (with some par-4 holes) being planned or building. Summit, N. J., building an $80,000 muny par-3 nine on 12 acres at Vanderpoel Park. El Comino lighted nine in South San Francisco, owned by Joseph Welch and Robert Smith has one green on the roof of its pro shop and a grass tee on the roof of its clubhouse. It is on eight acres of San Francisco Water Dept. land. Thunderbird 18 at San Jose, Calif., owned by Henry Duino has several par fours. It is 4,700 yards. Burbank, Calif., opens its muny Par-3 nine, designed by David Kent.

Continued on next page
Huntington Beach (Calif.) Co. is building the course part of its conversion of 700 acres of oil production land into residential and recreation areas, in an area where there are screened and sound-proof oil wells on "islands." Jim Reynolds, pro at Hermitage CC, Richmond, Va., has designed nine for Emporia, Va. Wm. Cafaro buys 115-acre Eastwood GC at Niles, Ohio as shopping center site.

If the PGA Tournament Committee had been able to collect a $100 fine from every golfer who thought the Committee's fine of Doug Sanders was nonsense, the PGA would be the world's richest sports organization.

That silly case headlined the urgent need of modernizing a rule that might have been O.K. years ago but certainly doesn't fit now with golf as a spectators' game and with press and television reporters distracting newsworthy finishers of a round.

For the entry fee tournament contestants pay they are entitled to get from the PGA and the USGA the same simple, thorough service in finishing a round that the contestants get officially in starting. Not collecting a scorecard correctly figured and attested is just as much due to tournament officials' failure to provide businesslike procedure suitable to today's conditions as it is to a player getting diverted (usually in cooperating on publicity to promote the tournament.)

There is something wrong when the pencil and not the ball and clubs decide a tournament, and there is no reason to presume the player is the only one that is at fault.

Disqualifying Jackie Pung because her card showed a 5 instead of a 6 at the fourth hole of the last round but the correct 18-hole total in the 1957 National Open at Winged Foot was a signal of outmoded procedure that neither the USGA nor the PGA have heeded. It does not seem to have occurred to our great and good friends that there might have been somebody innocently and officially cheated by neglect to update golf tournament procedure. Jackie didn't get value for her entry money.

In baseball, football, basketball, hockey and fights the contestants are secluded from reporters for a cooling-off period, but in golf the excitement explodes close to the competitors after the last putt is holed. Responsibility for protecting the players' interests under such circumstances should be that of the sponsoring organization. If all the sponsoring outfit can do when it fails in the simple job of devising procedure to handle this situation is to pass the buck and fine somebody who pops off in protest, the public (from whom all blessings flow) is not going to regard the organization highly for sportsmanship or business.

You may be fairly sure that the PGA now having Corcoran as its public relations counselor will bring up to date the regulations that made Doug Sanders and the golfing public partners in being short-changed.

Victory of Freddie Haas, Jr. in the PGA Seniors was first win of the Teacher's trophy by a senior pro whose father also is a senior pro. Freddie, Jr. was just a few weeks over 50 when he beat the largest field of that event; 418 starters. He was born Jan. 3, 1916. Freddie, Jr. is the first ex-college star to win the PGA Seniors. He won National Collegiate in 1937. In 1934 he won the Southern Amateur and Western Junior. He won Canadian Amateur, Southern Amateur and a flock more before turning pro in 1945. He is the first PGA Seniors winner to have been a member of U. S. Walker and Ryder Cup teams. Walker Cup in 1938 and Ryder Cup in 1953. Freddie, Sr., and Jr., are two of the finest gentlemen in golf. And how proud pro golf can be of its quality when the pro seniors field is viewed! No doubt about it, the high class of gentlemen in pro golf has had a great deal to do with making golf immensely popular in the U. S. There is no substitute for class. To see the absolute opposite of pro golf look at pro boxing.

Toledo, Ohio CC talking about moving and building at new site two 18's to plans of Robert Bruce Harris. Pine Grove GC, Northampton, Mass. adding second nine designed by Geoffrey Cor-